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In God We Trust:
All Others Collect Scrip

Back in September, U.S. District Judge Harold Baer Jr. dis-
missed a lawsuit brought by the Freedom from Religion
Foundation seeking to remove “In God We Trust” from U.S.
coins and currency. The plaintiffs, represented by Robert
Newdow, argued that using money with the religious “verbiage”
on it forced the plaintiffs to proselytize for a belief system they
did not share. This wasn’t the first time that Newdow challenged
the phrase “In God We Trust”; back in 2011 a similar suit by
Newdow was refused a hearing by the U.S. Supreme Court. An
attorney and emergency room physician from Sacramento,
Newdow has over the years birthed a cottage industry of
Establishment Clause litigation, most notoriously in 2004, when
he argued unsuccessfully before the high court (Elk Grove
Unified School District v. Newdow, 542 U.S. 1) that the words
“under God” in the Pledge of Allegiance represented an uncon-
stitutional endorsement of religion.

While I don’t have strong feelings about the issue, I do
think the jurisprudence surrounding the First Amendment’s reli-

gion clauses leaves something to be desired. Inevitably, it puts
judges in the unsatisfactory position of deciding what is religious
expression and what is not. But what I enjoyed about Newdow’s
latest complaint was the harm attributed to his clients as hobby-
ists. For instance, “Plaintiff Kenneth Bronstein…is a numisma-
tist, whose purchase of coins from Defendant United States Mint
date back over sixty years. Because of the ‘In God We Trust’ ver-
biage, however, he has opted not to purchase some coins, thus
being deprived of an investment opportunity as well as the
enjoyment of the hobby. When he looks at the coins he still has,
he is personally unwillingly forced to confront the ‘In God We
Trust’ phrase, as he is also unwillingly forced to do when he
receives mailers, etc., from the United States Mint.” 

Oh, the horror! What’s a sensitive, numismatic atheist to
do? For starters, switch to collecting paper money. “In God We
Trust” only began showing up on U.S. currency after 1957,
whereas most coin series began sporting it as early as 1908.
Ironically, the move to place the phrase on currency was itself
initiated in 1953 by another coin collector, the Arkansan
Matthew Herman Rothert Sr. (1904-1989).  Rothert, who served
as President of the ANA from 1965 to 1967, published among
other works Arkansas Obsolete Notes and Scrip (1985). There’s
always scrip, godless scrip…                                                      �
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Tips for prospective authors
• Put your name, address and email address on every element

of your article, including the basic text, captions, and tables (if any).
• Don’t query.  This publication exists to publish your arti-

cle(s).  Of course we are interested in your work.  Do your best and
submit it, along with all attendant artwork.

• Don’t resubmit your article multiple times with small
changes in wording about which you’ve changed your mind.

• I repeat, don’t send multiple copies of your article as revi-
sions.  Do your revisions BEFORE you send it to an editor.

• Don’t pester the editor, wanting updates on when your story
will be published.  You will receive an acknowledgment when your
article and art is received, and you will have the opportunity to
review a proof of the article BEFORE it is published.  Don’t waste
your time querying; spend that time researching/writing another
article!

• Don’t submit an article with images embedded in text,
unless you also submit the text document and images separately.

• If you refer to illustrations, or tables in your article proper,
use this format:  Figure X, or Table Y, etc.

• Don’t use footnotes, instead use endnotes.
• If you employ endnotes, put the endnote number as normal

text within parentheses at the appropriate reference point in the
text: (X) so I don’t have to hunt for miniscule reference points.

• Do send high-resolution images, equivalent to 300 dpi full
size in color.

• Do square your images so verticals are vertical and horizon-
tals are horizontal.  The editor spends most of his time cleaning up
your submitted images to make them publishable.

• If you want closeups of portions of an image, these scans
need to be at least twice as large!

• Send illustrations of your own items, when possible.
• Downloaded internet images (normally low-resolution 72

dpi) will not reproduce well in print.  Seek higher resolution
images, and be sure that you have permission to submit somebody’s
elses image(s). Do seek permission to use others’ images, and do
credit the source when you receive such permission.

• Images from digital cameras are invariably too red.  Faces
especially when converted to grey scale for use in the magazine
appear too dark, so illuminate your subject to the best of your abili-
ty.  Don’t pose subjects with backs to the ambient light; use a flash.

• List captions separately at the end of your article.
• Notes have names.  Generally these names are printed on the

notes themselves.  Please observe the following style:  United States
Note, Demand Note, Federal Reserve Note, Silver Certificate,
Postage Currency, Fractional Currency (when referring to U.S.
Fractional Currency), etc.  Capitalize National Currency when
referring to National Bank Notes or Federal Reserve Bank Notes.

More tips will appear here in the future.  Pay attention!         �
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